
To,                                                                                                          
Dr. H. Jayasree,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to Dr. H. Jayasree for spreading awareness and
holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
V. Sridhar,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This  is  to  express  thanks  and  appreciation  to  V.  Sridhar for  spreading  awareness  and
holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
B.Ranjith Kumar,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to  B. Ranjith Kumar for spreading awareness
and holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
M. Dyna ,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to M. Dyna for spreading awareness and holding
Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
K. Murali Krishna,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to K. Murali Krishna, for spreading awareness
and holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
T. Lakshmi,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This  is  to  express  thanks and appreciation  to  T. Lakshmi for  spreading awareness  and
holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
N. Ravi,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to N. Ravi for spreading awareness and holding
Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
B. Rama Krishna,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to B. Rama Krishna for spreading awareness and
holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
Amba Bhavani,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to Amba Bhavani for spreading awareness and
holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
G. Ushasree,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is  to express thanks and appreciation to  G. Ushasree for spreading awareness and
holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
A. Manana,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This  is  to  express  thanks and appreciation  to  A. Manana for  spreading awareness  and
holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
G. Vishnukanth,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to G. Vishnukanth for spreading awareness and
holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
C. Laxman Sai,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to C. Laxman Sai for spreading awareness and
holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
M. Sarath Chandra,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to M. Sarath Chandra for spreading awareness
and holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
Smithasree,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This  is  to  express  thanks  and appreciation  to  Smithasree for  spreading  awareness  and
holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
Mohapatra,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This  is  to  express  thanks  and appreciation  to  Mohapatra for  spreading awareness  and
holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
E. V. Naga Lakshmi,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to E. V. Naga Lakshmi for spreading awareness
and holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
B. Bhavani,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This  is  to  express  thanks and appreciation  to  B.  Bhavani for  spreading awareness  and
holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
S. Aruna,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to S. Aruna for spreading awareness and holding
Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
KVBL Deepthi,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to KVBL Deepthi for spreading awareness and
holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
G. Narender Goud,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to G. Narender Goud for spreading awareness
and holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
Mrs. Shilpa Tiwari Mishra,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to  Mrs. Shilpa Tiwari Mishra for spreading
awareness  and  holding  Software  Training  workshops  at  MVSR  Engineering  College,
Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
Ravi Shekhar,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to  Ravi Shekhar for spreading awareness and
holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
M. Vasavi Krishna,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to M. Vasavi Krishna for spreading awareness
and holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
Saidulu G,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This  is  to  express  thanks  and appreciation  to  Saidulu  G. for  spreading  awareness  and
holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,



To,                                                                                                          
Malik sab Bagawan,
MVSR Engineering College,  
Nadergul, Hyderabad, Telangana.                                                                 Date: 26/07/2019 

                                                                                                                                        
This is to express thanks and appreciation to Malik sab Bagawan for spreading awareness
and holding Software Training workshops at MVSR Engineering College,  Hyderabad. 

You are  making  an  outstanding  contribution  of  using  ICT based  teaching  and  learning
methodology for students of Telangana. Your contributions to the implementation of Spoken
Tutorial  Project  are  significant  and  have  played  a  part  in  it  becoming  fastest  growing
NMEICT Project. Your excellent  skills and courteous personality has helped tremendously
in spreading awareness of Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay.

I would like to personally thank you for contributing to the software training and awareness
events in your Institute.

This work was done in association with the Spoken Tutorial IIT Bombay. As part of the
National Mission on Education through ICT, funded by MHRD, Govt. Of India.

I am sure that we will continue to get your continued support for making India IT literate
and spreading project existence in state of Telangana.   

Thanks & regards,


